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Highland League latest

Ref piles on the
misery for Wick

Locos derailed
by five-star
Broch display

FRASERBURGH stopped Inverurie Locos in
their tracks with a thumping 5-0 victory at
Harlaw Park.
A double from Paul Campbell, along with
strikes from Scott Barbour, Paul Young and
Brian Hay, ensured the Broch strengthened
Wick Acad........0
their grip on second place and keeps them in
touch with leaders Cove.
Cove.................2
Broch manager Mark Cowie hailed it as an
by Matt Leslie
almost flawless
performance.
UNDER normal circumstances
Formartine
spectators pay good money to
United moved
see two teams of 11 play a game
a point behind
of football. While they appreLocos after
ciate that such an event needs
their 4-2 win at
a referee in place to ensure
Lossiemouth.
the game goes ahead, those
Graeme Rodger,
punters have not splashed out
Jevan Anderson,
to see him.
Stuart Smith and
Sadly, Liam Duncan did not
Andrew Greig all
get that memo.
netted for United
The best referees are ones
while Lossie’s
you barely notice when watchgoals came via
ing games. When they do catch
Brodie Allan and
your eye, they’ve usually dealt
Scott Campbell. Cammy Keith salvaged a
with a difficult situation by appoint.
There was
plying common sense.
drama at
Before the half-hour mark,
Deveronvale as the hosts were held to a 2-2
Wick had been holding their
draw by Keith, just as they looked like taking all
own against runaway league
three points.
leaders Cove with an intriguLewis Dunbar gave Vale an early lead, but
ing clash taking shape. Then
Jamie McAllister levelled before half-time.
came the incident that ensured Referee Liam Duncan shows Cove’s Alan Redford a yellow card for pulling back Gordon MacNab.
Vale looked to have won it in the 88th minute
everyone would be left talking bravely dived at the striker’s at best, with rougher scraps beVictory was more or less after Robert Scott’s strike only for Cammy
about Mr Duncan and it spoiled feet to palm the ball away. ing seen at nursery class.
assured for the visitors when Keith to pop up and salvage a point for the
the game as a contest.
Wick’s defence cleared the ball
A sensible referee would a flowing move down the
Cove’s Jordan MacRae burst only for a melee to break out have maybe booked those who right saw the ball break to visitors deep into injury time.
clear only to be thwarted by between players of both sides.
started it and called the respec- Megginson, who drilled in a sukeeper Gordon Clark who
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It was handbags at dawn stuff tive captains over to tell their perb low shot into the net.
13 13 0 0
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players to calm down.
The misery for Wick was Cove
Fraserburgh
16 12 1 3
49
16
37
Well Mr Duncan did call a further compounded when Forres Mechanics 16 11 1 4
45
15
34
captain over, Wick’s Michael Michael’s brother Grant re- Brora Rangers 14 11 0 3
41
8
33
Steven, and gave him a straight ceived a red card for a second Inverurie Locos 17 10 3 4
53
31
33
43
22
32
red card.
bookable offence. There were Formartine United 15 10 2 3
15
8 0 7
43
26
24
The gasps from the crowd no complaints with this dis- Buckie Thistle
7 2 6
38
28
23
were audible and their jaws – missal – although the damage Wick Academy 15
Huntly
15
7 2 6
32
26
23
already open in disbelief – were had long since been done.
Keith
16
6 2 8
27
35
20
extended even further when a Wick Academy: Clark, M Deveronvale
16
6 1 9
30
35
19
penalty was given to Cove.
Steven, G Steven, Hardwick, Rothes*
16
6 3 7
35
27
18
If it was for Clark’s challenge D Mackay, Halliday, Manson, Turriff United
16
5 3 8
36
36
18
Nairn
County
14
5
2
7
27
31
17
on MacRae, the keeper clearly Macgregor
(Hughes
68),
Strathspey
Thistle
15
4
3
8
17
34
15
got the ball. If it was for any- Macadie (Farquhar 82), Allan,
1 2 10
10
33
5
thing Michael Steven had done, MacNab. Subs not used: Gunn, Clachnacuddin 13
Lossiemouth
16
1 0 15
14
75
3
the ball – being out of play at the Aitkenhead, More.
Fort William*
16
0 1 15
10 115
-8
time – was technically “dead” Cove Rangers: McKenzie, *Points deducted for fielding ineligible player
and a penalty should not have Redford, H Milne, Yule,
been awarded.
Ross (Watson 69), Kelly,
Mitch Megginson stepped Park (Brown 74), C Milne,
up to send Clark the wrong way Megginson, MacRae (Ferguson
from the spot and give Cove a 77), Masson. Subs not used:
Wick’s Davie Allan runs past Harry Milne.
Pictures: Mel Roger 1-0 lead.
Strachan, Macleod, McCafferty.

Sheran offers his take on
controversial spot-kick
COVE boss John Sheran had
his own view on the penalty
decision that put his team in
front at Harmsworth Park.
He believed the spot-kick
stemmed from a separate
incident involving Wick keeper
Gordon Clark and his own
forward, Jordan MacRae.
Sheran said: “They both got
in a tangle after their keeper
made the save and he then
pushed Jordan away.
“That was possibly why the

penalty was given to us.”
Highland League fixtures –
Tonight: Fort William v Clach;
Nairn County v Brora Rangers.
Saturday: Brora Rangers v
Deveronvale; Buckie Thistle
v Turriff United; Clach v
Strathspey Thistle; Cove
Rangers v Forres Mechanics;
Formartine United v Huntly;
Fraserburgh v Fort William;
Keith v Wick Academy;
Lossiemouth v Nairn ; Rothes v
Inverurie Locos.
Man of the match Gordon Clark pulls off a diving save.

Turriff and Rothes
in six-goal thriller

TURRIFF United and Rothes shared six goals
in an entertaining 3-3 draw. Angus Grant (2)
and Mike Ewen were on target for Turriff with
the visitors replying through Ali Sutherland (2)
and Steven Anderson.
Forres Mechanics and Strathspey Thistle
found goals hard to come by in a 0-0 draw,
although the result was another indication of
how much the Strathy Jags have improved.
In the preliminary round of the Highland
League Cup, Brora Rangers made short work of
Clachnacuddin in a 5-0 win. Dale Gillespie (2),
Mark Nicolson and Colin Williamson (2) all hit
the mark for the Cattachs.
Buckie Thistle advanced into the next round
following a 3-1 victory at Nairn. Andrew
MacAskill, Steven Ross and Sam Urquhart were
on target for the Jags, with Nairn’s consolation
coming via Dylan Mackenzie’s late penalty.
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Steven: No
way did I
deserve to
see a red

Football

By Matt Leslie
WICK Academy skipper
Michael Steven has protested his innocence following
his controversial red card in
Saturday’s 2-0 defeat to Cove
Rangers.
The defender was given
his marching orders when
players from both teams
clashed inside the Scorries’
penalty box.
Once the situation had
calmed down, referee Liam
Duncan flashed a straight
red at Steven who looked
stunned at what had just
happened.
A penalty was then given
to Cove – despite the ball
being out of play and technically “dead” when the scuffle broke out – from which
the visitors scored from
via Mitch Megginson, who
would add another after
half-time.
It was suggested that
Michael – whose brother
Grant was also sent off later
on in the game – had allegedly stamped on the head of
Megginson.
It’s an accusation that the
player strongly denies.
He said: “That wasn’t the
case, no. To say I stamped
on somebody is a fabricated

story if you ask me. What
happened was that following the save our keeper
made I then cleared the ball.
A Cove player who was trying to tackle me arrived late
with his challenge and ended up fouling me.
“The referee actually gave
a free-kick in my favour.
Then the Cove players started to crowd around him. He
then goes to his linesman
who tells him that I had
stamped on a Cove player – I
had done no such thing.
“And as for the penalty award itself, if it was for
anything that I had supposedly done, it should not have
been awarded as the ball
was out of play and dead.
Two of the Cove players
were saying afterwards that
they couldn’t believe that a
penalty was given.
“My brother Grant took
over the captaincy from me
and he was sent off later
on in the game as well. The
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Cove player he fouled retaliated but the ref did nothing
about that.
“I don’t know if the club
will appeal my red card –
we’ll have to wait and see.
However, that’s me out for
three games for something I
didn’t even do.”
Wick boss Tom McKenna
said: “The result wasn’t great
but I’m proud of the way the
players competed and never
gave up despite the setbacks
of the red cards and the
penalty.
“Gordon Clark had a great
game in goal. Unfortunately,
Sean McCarthy had a family
bereavement this week but
Gordon came in and made
some great saves.
“Unfortunately, decisions
out with our control influenced the outcome of this
game. Until the first sending
off, it was very evenly balanced but what was shaping
to be a good game of football
was spoiled by the red card.”

I don’t know if the club will
appeal my red card. However,
that’s me out for three games
for something I didn’t even do.
Michael Steven

Academy keeper Gordon Clark punches clear against Cove on Saturday.
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